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SOME NONLINEAR BRASCAMP–LIEB INEQUALITIES AND
APPLICATIONS TO HARMONIC ANALYSIS
JONATHAN BENNETT AND NEAL BEZ
Abstract. We use the method of induction-on-scales to prove certain diffeo-
morphism invariant nonlinear Brascamp–Lieb inequalities. We provide appli-
cations to multilinear convolution inequalities and the restriction theory for the
Fourier transform, extending to higher dimensions recent work of Bejenaru–
Herr–Tataru and Bennett–Carbery–Wright.
1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to obtain nonlinear generalisations of certain Brascamp–
Lieb inequalities and apply them to some well-known problems in euclidean har-
monic analysis. Our particular approach to such inequalities is by induction-on-
scales, and builds on the recent work of Bejenaru, Herr and Tataru [4].
The Brascamp–Lieb inequalities simultaneously generalise important classical in-
equalities such as the multilinear Ho¨lder, sharp Young convolution and Loomis–
Whitney inequalities. They may be formulated as follows. Suppose m ≥ 2 and
d, d1, . . . , dm are positive integers, and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, Bj : Rd → Rdj is a
linear surjection and pj ∈ [0, 1]. The Brascamp–Lieb inequality associated with
these objects takes the form
(1)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
(fj ◦Bj)
pj ≤ C
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
)pj
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Here C denotes a constant depending
on the datum (B,p) := ((Bj), (pj)), which at this level of generality may of course
be infinite. For nonnegative functions fj ∈ L1(Rdj ) satisfying 0 <
∫
fj < ∞, we
define the quantity
BL(B,p; f) =
∫
Rd
∏m
j=1(fj ◦Bj)
pj∏m
j=1
(∫
R
dj fj
)pj ,
where f := (fj). We may then define the Brascamp–Lieb constant 0 < BL(B,p) ≤
∞ to be the supremum of BL(B,p; f) over all such inputs f . The quantity BL(B,p)
is of course the smallest 0 < C ≤ ∞ for which (1) holds. It should be noted here
that there is a natural equivalence relation on Brascamp–Lieb data, where (B,p) ∼
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(B′,p′) if p = p′ and there exist invertible linear transformations C : Rd → Rd
and Cj : R
dj → Rdj such that B′j = C
−1
j BjC for all j; we refer to C and Cj as the
intertwining transformations. In this case, simple changes of variables show that
BL(B′,p′) =
∏m
j=1 | detCj |
pj
| detC|
BL(B,p),
and thus BL(B,p) < ∞ if and only if BL(B′,p′) < ∞. This terminology is taken
from [5].
The generality of this setup of course raises questions, many of which have been
addressed in the literature. In [15] Lieb showed that the supremum above is ex-
hausted by centred gaussian inputs, prompting further investigation into issues in-
cluding the finiteness of BL(B,p) and the extremisability/gaussian-extremisability
of BL(B,p; f). A fuller description of the literature is not appropriate for the pur-
poses of this paper. The reader is referred to the survey article [2] and the references
there.
A large number of problems in harmonic analysis require nonlinear versions of
inequalities belonging to this family; see [3], [4], [7], [14], [18], and [23] for instance.
The generalisations we seek here are local in nature, and amount to allowing the
maps Bj to be nonlinear submersions in a neighbourhood of a point x0 ∈ Rd,
and then looking for a neighbourhood U of x0 such that if ψ is a cutoff function
supported in U , there exists a constant C > 0 for which
(2)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
pjψ(x) dx ≤ C
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
)pj
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. The applications of such inequalities
invariably require more quantitative statements involving the sizes of the neighbour-
hood U and constant C, and also the nature of any smoothness/non-degeneracy
conditions imposed on the nonlinear maps (Bj).
Notice that if dj = d for each j, then the nonlinear Bj are of course local diffeo-
morphisms. In this situation necessarily p1+ · · ·+ pm = 1 and (2) follows from the
m-linear Ho¨lder inequality. Similar considerations allow to reduce matters to the
case where dj < d for all j.
It is perhaps reasonable to expect to obtain an inequality of the form (2) for smooth
nonlinear maps (Bj) and exponents (pj) for which BL((dBj(x0)), (pj)) <∞. Here
dBj(x0) denotes the derivative map of Bj at x0. However, the techniques that
we employ in this paper appear to require additional structural hypotheses on the
maps dBj(x0), and so instead we seek to identify a natural class
C ⊆ {(B,p) : each Bj is linear and BL(B,p) <∞}
such that (2) holds for nonlinear (Bj) with ((dBj(x0)), (pj)) ∈ C. As will become
clear in Section 2, a natural choice for consideration is
(3) C =
{
(B,p) :
m⊕
j=1
kerBj = R
d, p1 = · · · = pm =
1
m−1
}
.
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This class contains the classical Loomis–Whitney datum [16], whereby m = d,
dj = d−1, pj = 1/(d−1) and Bj(x1, . . . , xd) = (x1, . . . , x̂j , . . . , xd) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
Here ̂ denotes omission.
The purpose of this paper is two-fold. Firstly, we establish an inequality of the form
(2) whenever ((dBj(x0)), (pj)) ∈ C, where C is defined in (3). Secondly, we use these
inequalities to deduce certain sharp multilinear convolution estimates, which in turn
yield progress on the multilinear restriction conjecture for the Fourier transform.
These applications can be found in Section 7.
Before stating our nonlinear Brascamp–Lieb inequalities, it is important that we
discuss further the class C given in (3). Notice that the transversality hypothesis
(4)
m⊕
j=1
kerBj = R
d
is preserved under the equivalence relation on Brascamp–Lieb data; that is, it is
invariant under Bj 7→ C
−1
j BjC for invertible linear transformations C : R
d → Rd
and Cj : R
dj → Rdj . By choosing appropriate intertwining transformations C
and Cj , an elementary calculation shows that if (B,p) ∈ C then (B,p) ∼ (Π,p),
where Π = (Πj)
m
j=1 are certain coordinate projections. In order to define Πj we let
Kj ⊆ {1, . . . , d} be given by
Kj = {d
′
1 + · · ·+ d
′
j−1 + 1, . . . , d
′
1 + · · ·+ d
′
j−1 + d
′
j},
where d′j = d − dj denotes the dimension of the kernel of Bj , so that K1, . . . ,Km
form a partition of {1, . . . , d}. Then we let Πj : Rd → Rdj be given by
(5) Πj(x) = (xk)k∈Kcj .
Proposition 1.1. [13] If p = ( 1m−1 , . . . ,
1
m−1 ) then BL(Π,p) = 1, and thus
(6)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Πjx)
1
m−1 dx ≤
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
holds for all nonnegative fj ∈ L1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Proposition 1.1 follows from work of Finner [13] where a stronger result was estab-
lished for Π consisting of more general coordinate projections and in the broader
setting of product measure spaces. In particular, this includes the discrete inequal-
ity
(7)
∑
n∈Nd
m∏
j=1
fj(Πjn)
1
m−1 ≤
m∏
j=1
( ∑
ℓ∈Ndj
fj(ℓ)
) 1
m−1
which holds for all nonnegative fj ∈ ℓ1(Ndj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We mention this case
specifically as it will be important later in the paper.
We remark that (6) is a generalisation of the classical Loomis–Whitney inequality
[16] whereby m = d and Kj = {j} for 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
In order for BL(Π,p) to be finite it is necessary that p = ( 1m−1 , . . . ,
1
m−1), and this
follows by a straightforward scaling argument.
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The standard proof of Proposition 1.1 proceeds via the multilinear Ho¨lder inequality
and induction (see [13]). This proof and, to the best of our knowledge, other
established proofs of Proposition 1.1 rely heavily on the linearity of the Πj and
break down completely in the nonlinear setting.
Since we would like to state our main theorem regarding nonlinearBj in a diffeomorphism-
invariant way, it is appropriate that we first formulate an affine-invariant version
of Proposition 1.1. In order to state this it is natural to use language from exte-
rior algebra; the relevant concepts and terminology can be found in standard texts
such as [12]. In particular, Λn(Rd) will denote the nth exterior algebra of Rd and
⋆ : Λn(Rd)→ Λd−n(Rd) will denote the Hodge star operator. (It is worth pointing
out here that if the reader is prepared to sacrifice the explicit diffeomorphism-
invariance that we seek, then they may effectively dispense with these exterior
algebraic considerations.) Given (B,p) ∈ C define Xj(Bj) ∈ Λdj(Rd) to be the
wedge product of the rows of the dj × d matrix Bj . By (4) it follows that
(8) ⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj) ∈ R\{0}.
The quantity in (8) is a certain determinant and should be viewed as a means of
quantifying the transverality hypothesis (4).
Proposition 1.2. If (B,p) ∈ C then
BL(B,p) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
− 1m−1
,
and thus
(9)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bjx)
1
m−1 dx ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
− 1m−1 m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L
1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
One may reduce Proposition 1.2 to Proposition 1.1 by appropriate linear changes of
variables; see Appendix A for full details of this argument which will be of further
use in Section 4 for the nonlinear case.
Since the inequality (9) is affine-invariant, one should expect it to have a diffeomorphism-
invariant nonlinear version. This is our main result with regard to nonlinear gen-
eralisations of Brascamp–Lieb inequalities.
Theorem 1.3. Let β, ε, κ > 0 be given. Suppose that Bj : R
d → Rdj is a C1,β
submersion satisfying ‖Bj‖C1,β ≤ κ in a neighbourhood of a point x0 ∈ R
d for each
1 ≤ j ≤ m. Suppose further that
(10)
m⊕
j=1
ker dBj(x0) = R
d
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and ∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε.
Then there exists a neighbourhood U of x0 depending on at most β, ε, κ and d, such
that for all cutoff functions ψ supported in U , there is a constant C depending only
on d and ψ such that
(11)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1ψ(x) dx ≤ Cε−
1
m−1
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Inequality (11) may be interpreted as a multilinear “Radon-like” transform esti-
mate. This is made explicit in the following corollary, upon which our applications
in Section 7 depend.
Corollary 1.4. Let β, ε, κ > 0 be given. If F : (Rd−1)d−1 → R is such that
‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ and
| det(∇u1F (0), . . . ,∇ud−1F (0))| ≥ ε,
then there exists a neighbourhood V of the origin in (Rd−1)d−1, depending only on
β, ε, κ and d, and a constant C depending only on d, such that
(12)∫
V
f1(u1) · · · fd−1(ud−1)fd(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F (u)) du ≤ Cε
− 1d−1
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L
(d−1)′(Rd−1), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
The case d = 3 of Corollary 1.4 was proved in [7] as a consequence of the nonlinear
Loomis–Whitney inequality.
It is perhaps interesting to view Corollary 1.4 in the light of the theory of multilinear
weighted convolution inequalities for L2 functions developed in [19]. Inequality (12)
is an example of such a convolution inequality in an Lp setting and with a singular
(distributional) weight.
We conclude this section with a number of remarks on Theorem 1.3.
As in the reduction of Proposition 1.2 to Proposition 1.1, a linear change of variables
argument shows that Theorem 1.3 may be reduced to the case where each linear
mapping dBj(x0) is equal to the coordinate projection Πj given by (5), in which
case
⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0)) = 1.
Although this reduction is not essential, it does lead to some conceptual and nota-
tional simplification in the subsequent analysis. The details of this reduction may
be found in Section 4.
The core component of the proof of Theorem 1.3 that we present is based on [4] and
uses the idea of induction-on-scales. This approach provides additional information
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about the sizes of the neighbourhood U and constant C appearing in its statement;
see Section 4 for further details of this. In Section 2 we offer an explanation of
why the induction-on-scales approach is natural in the context of Brascamp–Lieb
inequalities and why the class C given in (3) is a natural class for consideration. In
Section 3, we provide an outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3 which should guide
the reader through the full proof which is contained in Sections 4 and 5.
In the case where dj = d−1 for all j, Theorem 1.3 reduces to the nonlinear Loomis–
Whitney inequality in [7] except that the stronger hypothesis Bj ∈ C3 is assumed
in [7]. The proof of the result in [7] is quite different from the proof we give here,
and is based on the so-called method of refinements of M. Christ [11]. We make
some further remarks on the role of the smoothness of the mappings Bj at the end
of Section 5.
The condition (10) is somewhat less restrictive than it may appear. For example,
consider smooth mappings Bj : R
5 → R2 satisfying
ker dBj(x0) = 〈{ej, e(j+1)mod 5, e(j+2)mod 5}〉
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, where ej denotes the jth standard basis vector in R5. Evidently
the condition (10) is not satisfied. However we may write
5∏
j=1
(fj ◦Bj)
1/2 =
5∏
j=1
(f˜j ◦ B˜j)
1/4,
where f˜j := fj ⊗ f(j+2)mod5 : R
4 → [0,∞) and B˜j := (Bj , B(j+2)mod 5) : R
5 → R4.
Since ker dB˜j(x0) = 〈{e(j+2)mod 5}〉 for each 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, the mappings B˜j do satisfy
the condition (10), and so by Theorem 1.3∫
R5
5∏
j=1
(fj ◦Bj)
1/2ψ =
∫
R5
5∏
j=1
(f˜j ◦ B˜j)
1/4ψ
≤ C
5∏
j=1
(∫
R4
f˜j
)1/4
= C
5∏
j=1
(∫
R2
fj
)1/2
.
Here the cutoff function ψ and constant C are as in the statement of Theorem 1.3.
This inequality is optimal in the sense that BL(dBj(x0)), (pj)) < ∞ if and only if
p1 = · · · = p5 = 1/2 – see [13]. Similar considerations form an important part of
the proof of Corollary 1.4 in dimensions d ≥ 4.
Very recently, Stovall [18] considered inequalities of the type (2) for the case dj =
d − 1 for all j where one does not necessarily have the transversality hypothesis
(10). Here, curvature of the fibres of the Bj plays a crucial role. In [18], Stovall
determined completely all data (B,p), up to endpoints in p, for which inequality
(2) holds when each Bj : R
d → Rd−1 is a smooth submersion. The work in [18]
generalised work of Tao and Wright [23] for the bilinear case m = 2, and both
approaches are based on Christ’s method of refinements. It would be interesting to
complete the picture further and understand the case where one does not necessarily
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have transversality and each dj is not necessarily equal to d− 1. We do not pursue
this matter here.
Given that Theorem 1.3 is a local result it is natural to ask whether one may obtain
global versions based on the assumption that hypothesis (4) holds at every point
x0 ∈ Rd, possibly with the insertion of a suitable weight factor. Simple exam-
ples show that naive versions, involving weights which are powers of the quantity
⋆
∧m
j=1 ⋆Xj(dBj(x)) cannot hold; see [7] for an explicit example.
Organisation of the paper. To recap, in the next section we give some justifica-
tion for our choice of proof of Theorem 1.3 and the class C. In Section 3 we give an
outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3 by considering the special case of the nonlinear
Loomis–Whitney inequality in three dimensions. The full proof begins in Section
4 where we make the reduction to the coordinate projection case. The proof for
this case rests on the induction-on-scales argument which appears in Section 5. In
Section 6 we give a proof of Corollary 1.4, and in Section 7 we provide applications
to two closely related problems in harmonic analysis.
Acknowledgements. The authors would like to express gratitude to the anony-
mous referee for their careful reading of the manuscript and extremely helpful rec-
ommendations, and also to Steve Roper at the University of Glasgow for creating
the figures in Section 3.
2. Induction-on-scales and the class C
The Brascamp–Lieb inequalities (1) possess a certain self-similar structure that
strongly suggests an approach to the corresponding nonlinear statements by induction-
on-scales. Induction-on-scales arguments have been used with great success in har-
monic analysis in recent years. Very closely related to the forthcoming discussion is
the induction-on-scales approach to the Fourier restriction and Kakeya conjectures
originating in work of Bourgain [8], and developed further by Wolff [24] and Tao
[20]; see also the survey article [21]. This self-similarity manifests itself most ele-
gantly in an elementary convolution inequality due to Ball [1] (see also [5]), which
we now describe.
Let (B,p) be a Brascamp–Lieb datum where each Bj is linear. Let f and f
′ be two
inputs and we assume, for clarity of exposition, that these inputs are L1-normalised.
For each x ∈ Rd and 1 ≤ j ≤ m let gxj : R
dj → [0,∞) be given by
gxj (y) = fj(Bjx− y)f
′
j(y).
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By Fubini’s theorem and elementary considerations we have that
BL(B,p; f)BL(B,p; f′) =
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
(fj ◦Bj)
pj ∗
m∏
j=1
(f ′j ◦Bj)
pj
=
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
(gxj ◦Bj)
pj
dx
≤
∫
Rd
BL(B,p; (gxj )) m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
gxj (y) dy
)pjdx
=
∫
Rd
BL(B,p; (gxj )) m∏
j=1
(fj ∗ f
′
j(Bjx))
pj
 dx
and therefore
(13) BL(B,p; f)BL(B,p; f′) ≤ sup
x∈Rd
BL(B,p; (gxj )) BL(B,p; f ∗ f
′),
where f ∗ f ′ := (fj ∗ f ′j). Notice that if f
′ is an extremiser to (1), i.e.
BL(B,p; f′) = BL(B,p),
then since
BL(B,p; f ∗ f′) ≤ BL(B,p),
we may deduce that
(14) BL(B,p; f) ≤ sup
x∈Rd
BL(B,p; (gxj )).
In particular, in the presence of an appropriately “localising” extremiser f ′ (such as
of compact support), (14) suggests the viability of a proof of nonlinear inequalities
such as (2) by induction on the “scale of the support” of f. The point is that gxj
may be thought of as the function fj localised by f
′
j to a neighbourhood of the
general point Bjx.
With the above discussion in mind it is natural to restrict attention to data (B,p)
for which (1) has extremisers of the form f = (χEj ), where for each j, Ej is a
subset of Rdj which tiles by translation. Furthermore, given our aspirations, it is
natural to choose a class of data which is affine-invariant and stable under linear
perturbations of B. These requirements lead us to the transversality hypothesis in
(4). Indeed, as there are linear changes of variables which show that Proposition
1.2 follows from Proposition 1.1 (see Appendix A), it is straightforward to observe
that characteristic functions of certain paralellepipeds are extremisers for (9). Such
sets of course tile by translation.
We remark that there are other hypotheses on the datum B which fulfill our re-
quirements. For example, one may replace (4) by
m⊕
j=1
cokerBj = R
d.
However, after appropriate changes of variables, the corresponding nonlinear in-
equality (2) merely reduces to a statement of Fubini’s theorem, and in particular,
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pj = 1 for all j. There are further alternatives which are hybrids of these and are
similarly degenerate.
Remark 2.1. Notice that if f ′ is an extremiser to (1) then we may also deduce
from (13) that
(15) BL(B,p; f) ≤ BL(B,p; f ∗ f′).
This inequality suggests the viability of a proof of nonlinear inequalities such as (2)
by induction on the “scale of constancy” of f . Certain weak versions of inequality
(2), where the resulting constant C has a mild dependence on the smoothness of
the input f , have already been treated in this way in [6] (see Remarks 6.3 and 6.6).
In certain situations, (15) leads to the monotonicity of BL(B,p; f) under the ac-
tion of convolution semigroups on the input f. In the context of heat-flow, this
observation originates in [10] and [5]; see the latter for further discussion of this
perspective.
3. An outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3
The purpose of this section is to bring out the key ideas in the proof of Theorem
1.3. It is also an opportunity to introduce some notation which will be adopted
(modulo small modifications) in the full proof in Section 5. As it is an outline we
will sometimes compromise rigour for the sake of clarity. Our approach is based on
[4].
Since the induction-on-scales argument we use to prove Theorem 1.3 is guided by
the underlying geometry, in this outline we will consider the Loomis–Whitney case
where d = 3, m = 3 and
(16) dBj(x0) = Πj
for j = 1, 2, 3. In particular, we have ker dBj(x0) = 〈ej〉 where ej denotes the jth
standard basis vector in R3.
We shall use Q(x, δ) to denote the axis-parallel cube centred at x with sidelength
equal to δ.
Fix a small sidelength δ0 > 0 which, in terms of the induction-on-scales argument,
represents the largest or “global” scale.
For δ,M > 0 we let C(δ,M) denote the best constant in the inequality∫
Q
f1(B1(x))
1
2 f2(B2(x))
1
2 f3(B3(x))
1
2 dx ≤ C
(∫
R2
f1
) 1
2
(∫
R2
f2
) 1
2
(∫
R2
f3
) 1
2
over all axis-parallel subcubesQ ofQ(x0, δ0) of sidelength δ and all inputs f1, f2, f3 ∈
L1(R2) which are “constant” at the scale M−1. The goal is to prove that C(δ0,M)
is bounded above by a constant independent of M , allowing the use of a density
argument to pass to general f1, f2, f3 ∈ L
1(R2).
As our proof proceeds by induction it consists of two distinct parts.
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(i) The base case: For eachM > 0, C(δ,M) is bounded by an absolute constant
for all δ sufficiently small.
(ii) The inductive step: There exists γ > 0 and α > 1 such that
(17) C(δ,M) ≤ (1 +O(δγ))C(2δα,M)
uniformly in δ ≤ δ0 and M > 0.
Claims (i) and (ii) quickly lead to the desired conclusion since on iterating (17)
we find that C(δ0,M) is bounded by a convergent product of factors of the form
(1 +O(δγ)) with δ ≤ δ0.
To see why the base case is true, let Q be any axis-parallel cube contained in
Q(x0, δ0) with centre xQ and sidelength δ, and let f1, f2, f3 ∈ L1(R2) be constant
at scale M−1. Observe that if δ is sufficiently small then each fj does not “see”
the difference between Bj(x) and dBj(xQ)x for x ∈ Q in the sense that fj ◦ Bj ∼
fj ◦dBj(xQ) (up to harmless translations) on Q. Now, by (16) and the smoothness
of the Bj we know that
|Xj(dBj(xQ))− ej| = |Xj(dBj(xQ))−Xj(Πj)| ≤ 1/10
if δ0 is sufficiently small. Hence by Proposition 1.2 it follows that C(δ,M) is
bounded above by an absolute constant for such δ.
Turning to the inductive step, fix any axis-parallel cube Q contained in Q(x0, δ0)
with centre xQ and sidelength δ, and let f1, f2, f3 ∈ L1(R2) be constant at scale
M−1. First we decompose Q =
⋃
P (n), where the P (n) are axis-parallel subcubes
with equal sidelength δα, and α > 1. We choose the natural indexing of the P (n)
by n ∈ N3. Unfortunately this decomposition is too naive to prove the inductive
step but nevertheless it is instructive to see where the proof breaks down.
Observe that∫
Q
f1(B1(x))
1
2 f2(B2(x))
1
2 f3(B3(x))
1
2 dx
=
∑
n∈N3
∫
P (n)
f1(B1(x))
1
2 f2(B2(x))
1
2 f3(B3(x))
1
2 dx
≤C(δα,M)
∑
n∈N3
(∫
B1(P (n))
f1
) 1
2
(∫
B2(P (n))
f2
) 1
2
(∫
B3(P (n))
f3
) 1
2
.(18)
If n = (n1, n2, n3) then
∫
B1(P (n))
f1 is “almost” a function of n2 and n3. Indeed, if
B1 is linear and equal to Π1 then
B1(P (n)) = B1(T1(n2, n3))
where T1(n2, n3) is a cuboid (or “tube”) with long side in the direction of e1 and
containing P (n). A similar remark holds for
∫
B2(P (n))
f2 and
∫
B3(P (n))
f3.
For j = 1, 2, 3 this leads us to define cuboids
Tj(ℓ) =
⋃
n∈N3:
Πjn=ℓ
P (n)
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e3
T3(ℓ)
P (n)
Figure 1. Subcubes P (n) parametrised by n ∈ N3 and tubes
T3(ℓ) parametrised by ℓ ∈ N2 with direction e3.
for ℓ ∈ N2. Note that Tj(ℓ) has direction ej and its location is determined by
ℓ ∈ N2. In particular, for each n ∈ N3, Tj(Πjn) is a cuboid in the direction ej
which passes through P (n). See Figure 1. Accordingly, we define
Fj(ℓ) =
∫
Bj(Tj(ℓ))
fj
for j = 1, 2, 3 and ℓ ∈ N2. Then by (18) and the discrete inequality (7),∫
Q
f1(B1(x))
1
2 f2(B2(x))
1
2 f3(B3(x))
1
2 dx ≤C(δα,M)
∑
n∈N3
F1(Π1n)
1
2F2(Π2n)
1
2F3(Π3n)
1
2
≤C(δα,M)‖F1‖
1
2
ℓ1(N2)‖F2‖
1
2
ℓ1(N2)‖F3‖
1
2
ℓ1(N2).
If we had disjointness in the sense that
(19) Bj(Tj(ℓ)) ∩Bj(Tj(ℓ
′)) = ∅ whenever ℓ 6= ℓ′,
then
‖Fj‖ℓ1(N2) ≤
∫
R2
fj
would hold for each j = 1, 2, 3, and hence
(20)∫
Q
f1(B1(x))
1
2 f2(B2(x))
1
2 f3(B3(x))
1
2 dx ≤ C(δα,M)
(∫
R2
f1
) 1
2
(∫
R2
f2
) 1
2
(∫
R2
f3
) 1
2
would follow immediately. If each Bj is linear and equal to Πj then (19) is of course
true, although otherwise it is not. In order to achieve a version of (19) in general,
it is necessary to modify our decomposition of Q.
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∼ δα0
∼ δα1
∼ δ
Figure 2. The modified decomposition of Q.
To better understand the location of each image Bj(Tj(Πjn)) the P (n) should in
fact be parallelepipeds whose faces are given by pull-backs of certain lines in R2
under the linear maps dBj(xQ).
However, we still need to fully accommodate for the nonlinearity and in particular
the difference between Bj(Tj(ℓ)) and dBj(xQ)(Tj(ℓ)). Following the approach in [4]
it is natural to insert relatively narrow “buffer zones” between the P (n) to provide
sufficient separation in order to guarantee the sought after disjointness property
(19). Clearly this depends on the smoothness of the Bj and, since we assume C
1,β
regularity, we take the P (n) to have sidelengths approximately δα0 and the buffer
zones to have width approximately δα1 where
1 < α0 < α1 < 1 + β.
The decomposition of Q now has a “main component” from the P (n) and a “error
component” from the buffer zones. We would like to use the above argument
which led to (20) on each component. However, in order for the error component
to genuinely contribute an acceptable error term, we need to relax the regular
decomposition (into equally sized P (n)) since a “large” amount of mass of the
fj ◦Bj may lie on the buffer zones. Again following ideas from [4] we use a simple
pigeonholing argument to position the buffer zones in an efficient location given the
constraint that the P (n) should have essentially the same sidelengths. See Figure
2. Putting the resulting estimates together yields the desired recursive inequality
(17) with α = α0 and some γ > 0.
See Section 5 for the complete details of this induction-on-scales argument in the
full generality of Theorem 1.3.
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4. Preparation and reduction to the orthogonal projection case
Recall the definition of Πj : R
d → Rdj given by (5). In this section we shall prove
that Theorem 1.3 is a consequence of the following nonlinear version of Proposition
1.1.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose β, κ > 0 are given and α0, α1 satisfy 1 < α0 < α1 <
1 + β. Let
(21) δ0 = min
{(
cd
κ
) 1
1+β−α1
,
(
1
4
) 1
min{α0−1,α1−α0}
}
.
Suppose that Bj : R
d → Rdj is a C1,β submersion satisfying ‖Bj‖C1,β ≤ κ in
Q(x0, δ0) and dBj(x0) = Πj for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Then for cd ∈ (0, κ) sufficiently
small,∫
Q(x0,δ0)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ 10d exp
 10dδ α1−α0m−10
1− 2−
α1−α0
m−1
 m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
for all nonnegative fj ∈ L
1(Rdj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
As mentioned already in the previous section, the proof of Proposition 4.1 will
proceed by an induction-on-scales argument. For a cube at scale δ, we decompose
into parallelepipeds of sidelength approximately δα0 and the buffer zones will have
thickness approximately δα1 . We have stated Proposition 4.1 with this in mind and
we have provided explicit information on how the size of the neighbourhood and
the constant depend on the relevant parameters.
Deduction of Theorem 1.3 from Proposition 4.1. The argument which fol-
lows is similar to the argument given in Appendix A for the corresponding claim
in the linear case. A little extra work is required to verify the uniformity claims in
Theorem 1.3 concerning the neighbourhood and the constant.
Select any set of vectors {ak : k ∈ Kj} forming an orthonormal basis for ker dBj(x0).
By definition of the Hodge star and orthogonality we get
(22) ⋆Xj(dBj(x0)) = ‖Xj(dBj(x0))‖Λdj (Rd)
∧
k∈Kj
ak.
Let A be the d × d matrix whose ith column is equal to ai for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
Finally, let Cj be the dj × dj matrix given by
Cj = dBj(x0)Aj ,
where Aj is the d× dj matrix obtained by deleting from A the columns ak for each
k ∈ Kj .
Then, by construction, the map B˜j : R
d → Rdj given by
B˜j(x) = C
−1
j Bj(Ax)
satisfies
(23) dB˜j(x˜0) = C
−1
j dBj(x0)A = Πj ,
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where x˜0 = A
−1x0. Since we are assuming (4) and since Bj is a submersion at x0
we know that the matrices A and Cj are invertible.
Let U be some neighbourhood of x0 and ψ a cutoff function supported in U . Using
A to change variables one obtains
(24)
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1ψ(x) dx = | det(A)|
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
f˜j(B˜j(x))
1
m−1 ψ˜(x) dx,
where ψ˜ = ψ◦A is a cutoff function supported in A−1U and f˜j = fj◦Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Of course, we know that dB˜j(x˜0) = Πj by (23). Notice also that
‖dB˜j(x)− dB˜j(y)‖ = ‖C
−1
j (dBj(Ax) − dBj(Ay))A‖ ≤ Cκ‖C
−1
j ‖|x− y|
β ,
where the constant C depends on at most d. To show that we may choose the
neighbourhood U and the constant in the claimed uniform manner we need to
show that suitable upper bounds hold for the norms of A−1 and each C−1j .
For A−1, we note that
⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0)) =
m∏
j=1
‖Xj(dBj(x0))‖Λdj (Rd) ⋆
m∧
j=1
∧
k∈Kj
ak
by (22) and therefore
(25) ⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0)) = det(A)
m∏
j=1
‖Xj(dBj(x0))‖Λdj (Rd).
Since ‖Bj‖C1,β ≤ κ it follows that∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0))
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ C| det(A)|
for some constant C depending on κ and d. Since each column of A is a unit vector,
it follows that the norm of A−1 is bounded above by a constant depending on ε, κ
and d.
For C−1j , from (22) we get
(26) | det(Cj)| = ‖Xj(dBj(x0))‖Λdj (Rd)| det(A)|.
By (25),
ε ≤ C‖Xj(dBj(x0))‖Λdj (Rdj )| det(A)|,
for some constant C depending on κ and d. It follows that the norm of C−1j is also
bounded above by a constant depending on ε, κ and d.
Applying Proposition 4.1 it follows that there exists a neighbourhood U of x0
depending on at most β, ε, κ and d such that∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1ψ(x) dx ≤ C| det(A)|
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
f˜j
) 1
m−1
,
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where C depends on at most d and ψ. Thus∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1ψ(x) dx ≤ C
| det(A)|(∏m
j=1 | det(Cj)|
) 1
m−1
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
= C
∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(x0))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
− 1m−1 m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
,
where the equality holds because of (25) and (26). Theorem 1.3 now follows.
For the various constants appearing in the above proof, one may easily obtain
some explicit dependence in terms of the relevant parameters. Combined with
Proposition 4.1, this gives additional information on the sizes of the neighbourhood
U and constant C appearing in the statement of Theorem 1.3. We do not pursue
this matter further here.
5. Proof of Proposition 4.1: Induction-on-scales
Before stating the main induction lemma we use to prove Proposition 4.1, we need
to fix some further notation. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m and M > 0, let L1M (R
dj ) denote
those nonnegative f ∈ L1(Rdj ) satisfying f(y1) ≤ 2f(y2) whenever y1 and y2 are in
the support of f and |y1−y2| ≤M−1; that is, those f which are effectively constant
at the scale M−1. One may easily check that if µ is a finite measure on Rdj then
P
(dj)
c/M ∗µ ∈ L
1
M (R
dj ), where P
(dj)
c/M denotes the Poisson kernel on R
dj at height c/M .
Here c is a suitably large constant depending only on dj . By an elementary density
argument, it will be enough to prove Proposition 4.1 for fj ∈ L1M (R
dj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
with neighbourhood U and constant C independent of M . As we shall shortly see,
we consider such a subclass of functions in order to provide a “base case” for the
inductive argument.
For β, κ > 0, 1 < α0 < α1 < 1 + β and x0 ∈ Rd we let B(β, κ, α0, α1, x0) be the
family of data B such that Bj belongs to C
1,β(Q(x0, δ0)) with ‖Bj‖C1,β ≤ κ and
satisfies dBj(x0) = Πj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Here, δ0 is given by (21).
Now let C(δ,M) denote the best constant in the inequality∫
Q
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
over all B ∈ B(β, κ, α0, α1, x0), all axis-parallel subcubes Q of Q(x0, δ0) with side-
length equal to δ and all inputs f such that fj belongs to L
1
M (R
dj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
We note that the constant C(δ,M) also depends on the parameters β, κ, α0 and α1,
although there is little to be gained in what follows from making this dependence
explicit. The main induction-on-scales lemma is the following.
Lemma 5.1. For all 0 < δ ≤ δ0 we have
C(δ,M) ≤ (1 + 10dδ
α1−α0
m−1 )C(2δα0 ,M).
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The proof of Lemma 5.1 is a little lengthy. Before giving the proof we show how
Lemma 5.1 implies Proposition 4.1.
Deduction of Proposition 4.1 from Lemma 5.1. Firstly we claim that the
“base case” inequality
(27) C(δ0/2
N ,M) ≤ 10d
holds for sufficiently large N . To see (27), suppose B ∈ B(β, κ, α0, α1, x0), Q is a
subcube of Q(x0, δ0) with centre xQ and sidelength δ0/2
N , and the input f is such
that fj belongs to L
1
M (R
dj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. For any x ∈ Q,
|Bj(x)− (Bj(xQ) + dBj(xQ)(x − xQ))| ≤ κ|x− xQ|
1+β ≤ 1/M
if N is sufficiently large (depending on β, κ, d and M). Since fj ∈ L1M (R
dj ) it
follows that∫
Q
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ 2m
∫
Q−{xQ}
m∏
j=1
fj( ·+Bj(xQ))(dBj(xQ)x)
1
m−1 dx.
Now
‖dBj(xQ)−Πj‖ = ‖dBj(xQ)− dBj(x0)‖ ≤
1
100d
,
which implies that
⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(dBj(xQ)) ≥
1
2
,
and therefore ∫
Q
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ 10d
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
by Proposition 1.2. Hence, (27) holds.
For 0 < δ ≤ δ0 ≤ (1/4)1/α0−1 it follows from Lemma 5.1 that
(28) C(δ,M) ≤ (1 + 10dδ
α1−α0
m−1 )C(δ/2,M).
Applying (28) iteratively N times we see that
C(δ0,M) ≤ C(δ0/2
N ,M)
N−1∏
r=0
(
1 + 10d(δ0/2
r)
α1−α0
m−1
)
.
The product term is under control uniformly in N because
log
N−1∏
r=0
(
1 + 10d(δ0/2
r)
α1−α0
m−1
)
=
N−1∑
r=0
log
(
1 + 10d(δ0/2
r)
α1−α0
m−1
)
≤ 10dδ
α1−α0
m−1
0
∞∑
r=0
2−
α1−α0
m−1 r
≤
10dδ
α1−α0
m−1
0
1− 2−
α1−α0
m−1
.
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From the base case (27) it follows that
C(δ0,M) ≤ 10
d exp
 10dδ α1−α0m−10
1− 2−
α1−α0
m−1
 ;
that is,
(29)
∫
Q(x0,δ0)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ 10d exp
 10dδ α1−α0m−10
1− 2−
α1−α0
m−1
 m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
for all fj ∈ L1M (R
dj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Since the constant in (29) is independent of M ,
it follows that the inequality is valid for all fj ∈ L1(Rdj ). This completes our proof
of Proposition 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Suppose B = (Bj) ∈ B(β, κ, α0, α1, x0), Q is an axis-
parallel subcube of Q(x0, δ0) with sidelength equal to δ and centre xQ, and suppose
f = (fj) is such that fj belongs to L
1
M (R
dj ), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Notice that the desired
inequality
(30)
∫
Q
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ (1 + 10dδ
α1−α0
m−1 )C(2δα0 ,M)
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
is invariant under the transformation (B, f , Q) 7→ (B˜, f˜ , Q˜) where B˜j = Bj( · +
xQ) − Bj(xQ), Q˜ = Q − {xQ} and f˜j = fj( · + Bj(xQ)). Hence, without loss of
generality, Q = Q(0, δ) and Bj(0) = 0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ m. This reduction is merely for
notational convenience; in particular, it ensures
|Bj(x) − dBj(0)x| ≤ κ|x|
1+β .
By the smoothness hypothesis, we have that
(31) ‖dBj(0)−Πj‖ ≤
1
100d
for sufficiently small cd. Since
kerΠj = 〈{ek : k ∈ Kj}〉,
it follows that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ d there exist ak ∈ Rd such that
(32) |ak − ek| ≤
1
10d
,
and
ker dBj(0) = 〈{ak : k ∈ Kj}〉
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Here, ek denotes the kth standard basis vector in R
d.
The proof of Lemma 5.1 naturally divides into four steps.
Step I: Foliations of Rd
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d consider the one-parameter family of hypersurfaces
(33) 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉+
{
s ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
}
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where s ∈ R. We point out that ⋆
∧
k 6=i ak is simply the cross product of the
vectors {ak : k 6= i}, yielding a vector normal to 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉. The set of vectors
{⋆
∧
k 6=i ak : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} in R
d is linearly independent since the same is true of
{ai : 1 ≤ i ≤ d}. Consequently, we may decompose R
d into parallelepipeds whose
faces are contained in hyperplanes of the form (33), 1 ≤ i ≤ d. We will use this
to decompose the cube Q. As we shall see in the steps that follow, an important
feature of these hypersurfaces is that they may be expressed as inverse images
of hypersurfaces under the mappings dBj(0). To this end, let σ : {1, . . . , d} →
{1, . . . ,m} be the map given by
σ(i) = (j + 1) mod m
for i ∈ Kj . As will become apparent under closer inspection, there is some freedom
in our choice of this map; all that we require of σ is that j 7→ σ(Kj) is a permutation
of {1, 2, . . . ,m} with no fixed points.
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d and J ⊂ R we define the set
(34) Σ(i, J) = dBσ(i)(0)〈{ak : k 6= i}〉+
{
s dBσ(i)(0)
(
⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
)
: s ∈ J
}
.
If J = {s} is a singleton set then
Σ(i, {s}) = dBσ(i)(0)〈{ak : k 6= i}〉+
{
s dBσ(i)(0)
(
⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
)}
is a hyperplane in Rdσ(i) since ker dBσ(i)(0) ⊆ 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉. Similarly,
(35) dBσ(i)(0)
−1Σ(i, {s}) = 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉+
{
s ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
}
which is of course the hyperplane (33).
As outlined in Section 3, a regular decomposition of Rd into parallelepipeds of
equal size and adapted to a lattice (where for each i, the sequence of parameters
s(i) that we choose is in arithmetic progression) will not suffice to prove Lemma
5.1. Moreover, our decomposition will need to incorporate certain “buffer zones”
between the parallelepipeds to create separation. In Step II below we determine
the location of the buffer zones and thus the desired decomposition of Q.
Step II: The decomposition of Q
For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d we claim that there exists a sequence (s
(i)
n )n≥1 such that
(36) s(i)n +
1
2δ
α0 ≤ s
(i)
n+1 ≤ s
(i)
n + δ
α0
and
(37)
∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
n+1,s
(i)
n+1+δ
α1 ])
fσ(i)χQ ≤ 4δ
α1−α0
∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
n +
1
2 δ
α0 ,s
(i)
n +δα0 ])
fσ(i)χQ.
To prove this, we shall choose the sequence (s
(i)
n )n≥1 iteratively. We begin by
choosing s
(i)
1 to be any real number such that Bσ(i)(Q) ⊆ Σ(i, [s
(i)
1 ,∞)). Suppose
that we have chosen s
(i)
1 , . . . , s
(i)
n for some n ≥ 1. Now let N be the largest integer
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which is less than or equal to 12δ
α0−α1 . Set ζ
(i)
0 = s
(i)
n +
1
2δ
α0 and then define
ζ
(i)
r = ζ
(i)
r−1 + δ
α1 iteratively for 1 ≤ r ≤ N so that
[s(i)n +
1
2δ
α0 , s(i)n + δ
α0 ] ⊇ [s(i)n +
1
2δ
α0 , s(i)n +
1
2δ
α0 +Nδα1 ] =
N⋃
r=1
[ζ
(i)
r−1, ζ
(i)
r ].
Then, ∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
n +
1
2 δ
α0 ,s
(i)
n +δα0 ])
fσ(i)χQ ≥
N∑
r=1
∫
Σ(i,[ζ
(i)
r−1,ζ
(i)
r ])
fσ(i)χQ,
and therefore by the choice of δ0 in (21) and the pigeonhole principle, there exists
s
(i)
n+1 such that (36) holds and∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
n +
1
2 δ
α0 ,s
(i)
n +δα0 ])
fσ(i)χQ ≥
1
4δ
α0−α1
∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
n+1,s
(i)
n+1+δ
α1 ])
fσ(i)χQ;
that is, (37) also holds.
We shall use the notation J(i, n, 0) and J(i, n, 1) for the intervals given by
(38) J(i, n, 0) = (s(i)n +
2
3δ
α1 , s
(i)
n+1 +
1
3δ
α1 ]
and
(39) J(i, n, 1) = (s(i)n +
1
3δ
α1 , s(i)n +
2
3δ
α1 ].
Notice that the lengths of J(i, n, 0) and J(i, n, 1) are comparable to δα0 and δα1
respectively.
By construction, the sets Σ(i, J(i, n, 1)) contain a relatively small amount of the
mass of the function fσ(i) in the sense of (37). Furthermore, the inverse images of
these sets,
(40) dBσ(i)(0)
−1Σ(i, J(i, n, 1)),
are O(δα1 ) neighbourhoods of hyperplanes in Rd, which as n varies are separated
by O(δα0 ). We refer to the sets (40) as buffer zones.
The decomposition of Q we use is given by
(41) Q =
⋃
χ∈{0,1}d
⋃
n∈Nd
P (n, χ)
where
(42) P (n, χ) =
d⋂
i=1
dBσ(i)(0)
−1Σ(i, J(i, ni, χi)) ∩Q.
When χ = 0, the P (n, χ) are large parallelepipeds (intersected with Q) with side-
length approximately δα0 which form the main part of our decomposition. For
χ 6= 0, the P (n, χ) are small parallelepipeds (intersected with Q) with at least one
sidelength approximately δα1 , which decompose the buffer zones.
Step III: Disjointness
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In this step we make precise the role of the buffer zones. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
ℓ ∈ Ndj and χ ∈ {0, 1}d let
Tj(ℓ, χ) =
⋃
n∈Nd:
Πjn=ℓ
P (n, χ).
It is the disjointness of the images of such sets under the mapping Bj that is crucial
to the induction-on-scales argument which follows in Step IV.
Proposition 5.2. Fix j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m and χ ∈ {0, 1}d. If ℓ, ℓ′ ∈ Ndj are distinct
then
(43) Bj(Tj(ℓ, χ)) ∩Bj(Tj(ℓ
′, χ)) = ∅.
To prove Proposition 5.2 we use the following.
Lemma 5.3. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ m there exists a map Φj : Rd → Rd such that
(i) Φj(0) = 0 and dΦj(0) is equal to the identity matrix Id,
(ii) Bj = dBj(0) ◦ Φj,
(iii) ‖dΦj(x)− dΦj(y)‖ ≤ 2κ|x− y|β for each x, y ∈ Q,
(iv) |x− Φj(x)| ≤ 2dκδ1+β for each x ∈ Q.
Proof. Let I˜dj be the invertible dj×dj matrix obtained by deleting the kth column
of dBj(0) for each k ∈ Kj . For k ∈ Kj define the kth component of Φj(x) to be
xk. Define the remaining dj components of Φj(x) by stipulating that the element
of Rdj obtained by deleting the kth components of Φj(x) for k ∈ Kj is equal to
I˜−1dj
(
Bj(x) −
∑
k∈Kj
xkdBj(0)ek
)
.
Then a direct computation verifies that Properties (i) and (ii) hold for Φj . Also,
‖dΦj(x)− dΦj(y)‖ = ‖I˜
−1
dj
(dBj(x)− dBj(y))‖ ≤ 2κ|x− y|
β ,
since ‖I˜dj − Idj‖ ≤ 1/10, and therefore (iii) holds. Finally, Property (iv) follows
from Properties (i) and (iii), and the mean value theorem. 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Suppose ℓ 6= ℓ′ and, for a contradiction, suppose that
z = Bj(x) = Bj(y) where x ∈ Tj(ℓ, χ) and y ∈ Tj(ℓ′, χ). Then x ∈ P (n, χ)
and y ∈ P (n′, χ) for some n, n′ ∈ Nd satisfying Πjn = ℓ and Πjn′ = ℓ′. Since
Πjn 6= Πjn
′ there exists i ∈ Kcj such that ni 6= n
′
i.
By (42) and (34) it follows that there exist s(x) ∈ J(i, ni, χi) and s(y) ∈ J(i, n
′
i, χi)
such that〈
x, ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
= s(x)
∣∣∣∣ ⋆∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣2 and 〈y, ⋆∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
= s(y)
∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣2.
Therefore∣∣∣∣〈x− y, ⋆∧
k 6=i
ak
〉∣∣∣∣ = |s(x) − s(y)|∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣2 ≥ 13δα1 ∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣2
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where the inequality follows from (36), (38) and (39) since ni 6= n′i.
On the other hand, since x and y belong to the fibre B−1j (z), it follows from Lemma
5.3(ii) that Φj(x) and Φj(y) belong to dBj(0)
−1(z) and thus Φj(x) − Φj(y) ∈
ker dBj(0). Since i ∈ Kcj and ker dBj(0) = 〈{ar : r ∈ Kj}〉 the vector ⋆
∧
k 6=i ak
belongs to the orthogonal complement of ker dBj(0). Therefore,〈
x− y, ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
=
〈
x− Φj(x), ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
−
〈
y − Φj(y), ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
,
and so by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Lemma 5.3(iv) it follows that∣∣∣∣〈x− y, ⋆∧
k 6=i
ak
〉∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4dκδ1+β∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣.
Since | ⋆
∧
k 6=i ak| ≥ 1/2 we conclude that 24dκδ
1+β ≥ δα1 . For a sufficiently small
choice of cd, this is our desired contradiction. 
Step IV: The conclusion via the discrete inequality
Using the decomposition in Step II,∫
Q
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx =
∑
χ∈{0,1}d
∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,χ)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx.
By (32), ∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak − ei
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 110 ,
and thus each P (n, χ) is contained in an axis-parallel cube with sidelength equal
to 2δα0 .
The main term: χ = 0. It follows that
∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,0)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C(2δα0 ,M)
∑
n∈Nd
m∏
j=1
(∫
Bj(P (n,0))
fj
) 1
m−1
≤ C(2δα0 ,M)
∑
n∈Nd
m∏
j=1
Fj(Πjn)
1
m−1
where Fj : N
dj → [0,∞) is given by
Fj(ℓ) =
∫
Bj(Tj(ℓ,0))
fj.
Hence, by (7),∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,0)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C(2δα0 ,M)
m∏
j=1
‖Fj‖
1
m−1
ℓ1(Ndj )
.
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Consequently, by Proposition 5.2,
(44)
∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,0)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C(2δα0 ,M)
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
.
The remaining terms: χ 6= 0. To allow us to capitalise on the pigeonholing in
Step II we need the following.
Lemma 5.4. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d we have
dBσ(i)(0)
−1Σ(i, J(i, ni, 1)) ∩Q ⊆ B
−1
σ(i)Σ(i, [s
(i)
ni , s
(i)
ni + δ
α1 ]) ∩Q.
Note here that [s
(i)
ni , s
(i)
ni + δ
α1 ] is simply the “concentric triple” of J(i, ni, 1).
Proof. Suppose x ∈ Q satisfies dBσ(i)(0)x ∈ Σ(i, J(i, ni, 1)) so that
(45) dBσ(i)(0)x = dBσ(i)(0)y + sdBσ(i)(0)
(
⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
)
for some s ∈ [s
(i)
ni +
1
3δ
α1 , s
(i)
ni +
2
3δ
α1 ] and y ∈ 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉, by (39) and (34). By
Lemma 5.3(ii),
(46) Bσ(i)(x) = dBσ(i)(0)x+ dBσ(i)(0)(Φσ(i)(x)− x).
Now Φσ(i)(x) − x = y
′ + s′ ⋆
∧
k 6=i ak for some s
′ ∈ R and y′ ∈ 〈{ak : k 6= i}〉, and
thus 〈
Φσ(i)(x) − x, ⋆
∧
k 6=i
ak
〉
= s′
∣∣∣∣ ⋆ ∧
k 6=i
ak
∣∣∣∣2.
Since |⋆
∧
k 6=i ak| ≥ 1/2, and by the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and Lemma 5.3(iv),
it follows that |s′| ≤ 4dκδ1+β . Now s + s′ ∈ [s
(i)
ni , s
(i)
ni + δ
α1 ] for a sufficiently
small choice of cd. Therefore, by (45) and (46), Bσ(i)(x) ∈ Σ(i, [s
(i)
ni , s
(i)
ni + δ
α1 ]) as
required. 
Fix χ 6= 0 and any i such that χi = 1. As above for the main term, it follows from
(7) that ∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,χ)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C(2δα0 ,M)
m∏
j=1
‖Fj‖
1
m−1
ℓ1(Ndj )
where now
Fj(ℓ) =
∫
Bj(Tj(ℓ,χ))
fj .
By Proposition 5.2 it follows that∑
n∈Nd
∫
P (n,χ)
m∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x))
1
m−1 dx ≤ C(2δα0 ,M)‖Fσ(i)‖
1
m−1
ℓ1(N
dσ(i) )
∏
j 6=σ(i)
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
and thus it suffices to show that
(47) ‖Fσ(i)‖ℓ1(Ndσ(i) ) ≤ 4δ
α1−α0 .
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To see (47), first set j = σ(i). Given the choice of notation in Step II, it is convenient
to write
‖Fj‖ℓ1(Ndj ) =
∑
ℓ∈Ndj
∫
Bj(Tj(ℓ,χ))
fj =
∑
nk:
k∈Kcj
∫
Bj(Tj(Πjn,χ))
fj .
Now, since i ∈ Kcj we may write
‖Fj‖ℓ1(Ndj ) =
∑
ni
∑
nk:
k∈Kcj\{i}
∫
Bj(Tj(Πjn,χ))
fj.
By Lemma 5.4 it follows that⋃
nk:
k∈Kcj\{i}
Bj(Tj(Πjn, χ)) ⊆ Σ(i, [s
(i)
ni , s
(i)
ni + δ
α1 ]) ∩Q.
Therefore, by Proposition 5.2 and (37),∑
nk:
k∈Kcj\{i}
∫
Bj(Tj(Πjn,χ))
fj ≤
∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
ni
,s
(i)
ni
+δα1 ])
fjχQ
≤ 4δα1−α0
∫
Σ(i,[s
(i)
ni−1
+ 12 δ
α0 ,s
(i)
ni−1
+δα0 ])
fjχQ,
from which (47) follows by summing in ni and disjointness. This completes the
proof of Lemma 5.1.
Remark 5.5. In Theorem 1.3, the smoothness assumption that each mapping Bj
belongs to C1,β may be weakened. Suppose that each Bj is a C
1 submersion in a
neighbourhood of x0 such that the modulus of continuity of dBj , which we denote
by ωdBj , satisfies
ωdBj(δ) ≤ κΩ(δ),
where, for some 0 < η < 1, Ω satisfies the summability condition
(48)
∞∑
r=0
Ω(2−r)1−η <∞
and κ is a positive constant. Without significantly altering the above proof, one
can show that Theorem 1.3 holds under such a smoothness hypothesis. Of course,
Theorem 1.3 corresponds to Ω(δ) = δβ with β > 0. It is of course easy to choose Ω
satisfying δβ = o(Ω(δ)) as δ → 0 for all β > 0, and still satisfying (48); for example,
Ω(δ) = (log 1/δ)−2. Naturally, one pays for allowing a lower level of smoothness in
the size of the neighbourhood on which the estimate in (11) holds.
6. Proof of Corollary 1.4
Without loss of generality we may suppose that there is a point a belonging to a
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin in (Rd−1)d−1 (depending on at most
d, β, ε and κ) such that F (a) = 0; otherwise the neighbourhood V in the statement
of the corollary could be chosen so that the left-hand side of (12) vanishes. By
considering a translation taking a to the origin, we may suppose that a = 0. (Here
we are using the uniformity claim relating to the neighbourhood V .)
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Furthermore, we may assume that
(49) ∇ujF (0) = ej ,
the jth standard basis vector in Rd−1, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ d − 1. We shall see that
the full generality of Corollary 1.4 follows from this case by a change of variables.
Fix nonnegative fj ∈ L(d−1)
′
(Rd−1), 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We proceed in a similar way to
the proof of Proposition 7 of [7]. Since ∂(ud−1)d−1F (0) = 1 it follows that there
exists a neighbourhood W of the origin in Rd(d−2) and a mapping η :W → R such
that for each
x = (u1, . . . , ud−2, (ud−1)1, . . . , (ud−1)d−2) ∈W
we have
(50) F (x, η(x)) = 0.
The neighbourhood W depends only on β and κ, and the mapping η satisfies
‖η‖C1,β ≤ κ˜ for some constant κ˜ which depends only on d, β and κ. Our claims
follow from the implicit function theorem in quantitative form. For completeness
we have included an adequate version in Appendix B.
Let Bj :W → Rd−1 be given by
Bj(x) = (x(d−1)j−d+2, . . . , x(d−1)j)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 2,
Bd−1(x) = (x(d−1)2−d+2, . . . , x(d−1)2−1, η(x)),
and
Bd = B1 + · · ·+Bd−1.
We claim that there exists a neighbourhood U of the origin, with U ⊂W , depending
only on d, β and κ, and a constant C depending on d, such that
(51)
∫
U
d∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x)) dx ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′ .
Since the subspaces ker dB1(0), . . . , ker dBd(0) are such that at least one pair has a
nontrivial intersection, we cannot directly apply Theorem 1.3 to B = (Bj) in order
to prove (51) (except in the special case d = 3 – see [7]). It is, however, possible
to construct mappings B⊕j : R
d(d−2) → R(d−1)(d−2) for 1 ≤ j ≤ d in block form so
that
(52)
d⊕
j=1
ker dB⊕j (0) = R
d(d−2).
We fix 1 ≤ j ≤ d and define B⊕j : R
d(d−2) → R(d−1)(d−2) as follows. Let S(j) be the
(d− 2)-tuple obtained by deleting j and j + 1 (mod d) from the d-tuple (1, . . . , d).
1 Then define B⊕j : R
d(d−2) → R(d−1)(d−2) by
B⊕j (x) = (BS(j)1
(x), . . . , B
S
(j)
d−2
(x)).
1There is some freedom in the choice of the S(j); we only require that the components of each
S(j) are distinct and that for each fixed k ∈ {1, . . . , d} there are exactly d − 2 occurrences of k
over all the components of S(1), . . . , S(d).
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To see that (52) holds, we compute the required kernels using the fact that
ker dB⊕j (0) =
d−2⋂
l=1
ker dB
S
(j)
l
(0)
and using straightforward considerations. In order to write these down we write
elements of Rd(d−2) as
(u1, u2, . . . , ud−3, ud−2; u˜d−1)
where each uj ∈ Rd−1 and u˜d−1 ∈ Rd−2. Then, using (49) and (50), we have
ker dB⊕1 (0) = {(u,−u, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0; 0) : u ∈ 〈e1 − e2〉
⊥},
ker dB⊕2 (0) = {(0, u,−u, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0; 0) : u ∈ 〈e2 − e3〉
⊥},
...
ker dB⊕d−3(0) = {(0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, u,−u; 0) : u ∈ 〈ed−3 − ed−2〉
⊥},
ker dB⊕d−2(0) = {(0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, u; (−u1, . . . ,−ud−2)) : u ∈ 〈ed−2 − ed−1〉
⊥},
ker dB⊕d−1(0) = {(0, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0; u˜) : u˜ ∈ R
d−2},
ker dB⊕d (0) = {(u, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0; 0) : u ∈ 〈e1〉
⊥}.
An elementary calculation now shows that (52) holds.
Consequently, it follows from Theorem 1.3 that there exists a neighbourhood U of
the origin, depending on d, β and κ, and a constant C depending on d, such that
(53)
∫
U
d∏
j=1
gj(B
⊕
j (x)) dx ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖gj‖d−1
for all gj ∈ Ld−1(R(d−1)(d−2)). Now, if f
⊗
j ∈ L
d−1(R(d−1)(d−2)) is given by
f⊗j =
d−2⊗
l=1
f
1/(d−2)
S
(j)
l
then by construction,∫
U
d∏
j=1
f⊗j (B
⊕
j (x)) dx =
∫
U
d∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x)) dx
and
d∏
j=1
‖f⊗j ‖d−1 =
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′.
Thus, (51) follows immediately from (53).
Finally, by the mean value theorem, it is easy to see that there is a neighbourhood
V of the origin in (Rd−1)d−1, depending only on d, β and κ, such that∫
V
f1(u1) · · · fd−1(ud−1)fd(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F (u)) du ≤ 2
∫
U
d∏
j=1
fj(Bj(x)) dx.
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Hence, whenever ∇ujF (0) = ej and ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ there exists a neighbourhood V of
the origin in (Rd−1)d−1, depending only on d, β and κ, and a constant C depending
only on d, such that
(54)
∫
V
f1(u1) · · · fd−1(ud−1)fd(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F (u)) du ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′
for all fj ∈ L(d−1)
′
(Rd−1).
Now suppose that F : (Rd−1)d−1 → R is such that ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ and
(55) | det(∇u1F (0), . . . ,∇ud−1F (0))| > ε.
Let A⊕ be the block diagonal (d − 1)2 × (d − 1)2 matrix with d − 1 copies of the
matrix
A = (∇u1F (0), . . . ,∇ud−1F (0))
T
along the diagonal. Then, by the change of variables u 7→ A⊕u it follows that∫
V
f1(u1) · · · fd−1(ud−1)fd(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F (u)) du
= | det(A)|−(d−1)
∫
A⊕(V )
f˜1(u1) · · · f˜d−1(ud−1)f˜d(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F˜ (u)) du
where f˜j = fj ◦A−1 and F˜ = F ◦ (A⊕)−1. The neighbourhood V of the origin shall
be chosen momentarily.
By (55) it follows that the norm of A−1 is bounded above by a constant depending
on only d, ε and κ. It follows that the same conclusion holds for the C1,β norm of
F˜ . Since, by construction, ∇uj F˜ (0) = ej , and by (54), it follows that there exists
a neighbourhood V , depending on only d, β, ε and κ, and a constant C depending
only on d, such that∫
A⊕(V )
f˜1(u1) · · · f˜d−1(ud−1)f˜d(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F˜ (u)) du ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖f˜j‖(d−1)′ .
Therefore, by (55),∫
V
f1(u1) · · · fd−1(ud−1)fd(u1 + · · ·+ ud−1)δ(F (u)) du
≤ C| det(A)|−1/(d−1)
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′ ≤ Cε
−1/(d−1)
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖(d−1)′ .
This concludes the proof.
7. Applications to harmonic analysis
7.1. Multilinear singular convolution inequalities. Given three transversal
and sufficiently regular hypersurfaces in R3, the convolution of two L2 functions
supported on the first and second hypersurface, respectively, restricts to a well-
defined L2 function on the third. Under a C1,β regularity hypothesis and further
scaleable assumptions, this was proved by Bejenaru, Herr and Tataru in [4]. We note
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that the inequality underlying this restriction phenomenon also follows from the
nonlinear Loomis–Whitney inequality in [7]; the precise versions of the underlying
inequalities differ in [4] and [7] because a stronger regularity assumption is made
in [7] and a uniform transversality assumption is made in [4]. Here we show that
natural higher dimensional analogues of this phenomenon may be deduced from
Corollary 1.4.
For d ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ d, let Uj be a compact subset of Rd−1 and Σj : Uj → Rd
parametrise a C1,β codimension-one submanifold Sj of R
d. Let the measure dσj
on Rd supported on Sj be given by∫
Rd
ψ(x) dσj(x) =
∫
Uj
ψ(Σj(x
′)) dx′,
where ψ denotes an arbitrary Borel measurable function on Rd.
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that the submanifolds S1, . . . , Sd are transversal in a neigh-
bourhood of the origin, 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞ and p′ ≤ (d− 1)q′. Then there exists a constant
C such that
(56) ‖f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd‖Lq(Rd) ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖Lp(dσj)
for all fj ∈ Lp(dσj) with support in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin.
Remark 7.2. (i) By Ho¨lder’s inequality it suffices to prove Theorem 7.1 when
p′ = (d − 1)q′. One can also verify that the exponents in Theorem 7.1 are
optimal, as may be seen by taking fj to be the characteristic function of a
small cap on Sj . As such examples illustrate, at this level of multilinearity,
the transversality hypothesis prevents any additional curvature hypotheses
on the submanifolds Sj from giving rise to further improvement. See [6] for
further discussion of such matters.
(ii) Certain bilinear versions of Theorem 7.1 are well-known and discussed in
detail in [21]. In particular, it follows from [22] that for transversal S1 and
S2 (as above), which are smooth with nonvanishing gaussian curvature,
there is a constant C for which
‖f1dσ1 ∗ f2dσ2‖L2(Rd) ≤ C‖f1‖
L
4d
3d−2 (dσ1)
‖f2‖
L
4d
3d−2 (dσ2)
.
The exponent 4d3d−2 here is optimal given the L
2 norm on the left-hand side.
The case d = 3 of this inequality was obtained previously in [17]. See for
instance [9] for earlier manifestations of such inequalities.
(iii) In particular, when q =∞ inequality (56) implies that
f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd(0) ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖L(d−1)′ (dσj).
By duality, this is equivalent to the statement that, provided f1, . . . , fd−1
have support restricted to a sufficiently small fixed neighbourhood of the
origin, then the multilinear operator
(f1, . . . , fd−1) 7→ f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fd−1dσd−1
∣∣∣
Sd
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is bounded from L(d−1)
′
(dσ1) × · · · × L(d−1)
′
(dσd−1) to L
d−1(dσd). For
d = 3 this is a local variant of the result in [4].
(iv) The proof of Theorem 7.1 (below) leads to a stronger uniform statement,
whereby the sizes of the constant C and neighbourhood of the origin may be
taken to depend only on natural transversality and smoothness parameters.
We omit the details of this.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. By multilinear interpolation and the trivial estimate
‖f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd‖L1(Rd) ≤
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖L1(dσj),
it suffices to prove Theorem 7.1 for q =∞.
By considering a rotation in Rd, we may assume without loss of generality that
the submanifolds Sj are hypersurfaces; i.e. given by Σj(x
′) = (x′, φj(x
′)) for C1,β
functions φj : Uj → R. Now, for fj supported on Sj for each 1 ≤ j ≤ d, and any
y ∈ Rd we may write
f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd(y)
=
∫
(Rd)d
d∏
j=1
fj(xj)δ(xjd − φj(x
′
j))δ(x1 + · · ·+ xd − y) dx1 · · ·dxd
=
∫
U1×···×Ud
d∏
j=1
fj(x
′
j , φj(x
′
j))δ(x
′
1 + · · ·+ x
′
d − y
′)δ(φ1(x
′
1) + · · ·+ φd(x
′
d)− yd) dx
′
1 · · · dx
′
d
=
∫
U1×···×Ud
d∏
j=1
gj(x
′
j)δ(x
′
1 + · · ·+ x
′
d − y
′)δ(φ1(x
′
1) + · · ·+ φd(x
′
d)− yd) dx
′
1 · · ·dx
′
d
=
∫
U1×···×Ud−1
d−1∏
j=1
gj(x
′
j)g˜d(x
′
1 + · · ·+ x
′
d−1)δ(F (x
′
1, . . . , x
′
d−1)) dx
′
1 · · ·dx
′
d−1
where
gj(x
′
j) := fj(x
′
j , φj(x
′
j)), g˜d(u) := gd(y
′ − u)
and
F (x′1, . . . , x
′
d−1) = φ1(x
′
1) + · · ·+ φd−1(x
′
d−1) + φd(y
′ − (x′1 + · · ·+ x
′
d−1)) − yd.
Observe that F ∈ C1,β uniformly in y belonging to a sufficiently small neighbour-
hood of the origin, and that by the transversality hypothesis (combined with the
smoothness hypothesis),
det(∇x′1F (0), · · · ,∇x′d−1F (0)) = det
(
1 · · · 1 1
∇φ1(0) · · · ∇φd−1(0) ∇φd(y′)
)
6= 0
similarly uniformly. Theorem 7.1 now follows by Corollary 1.4. 
Estimates of the type (56) are intimately related to the multilinear restriction theory
for the Fourier transform, to which we now turn.
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7.2. A multilinear Fourier extension inequality. Very much as before, let U
be a compact neighbourhood of the origin in Rd−1 and Σ : U → Rd parametrise
a C1,β codimension-one submanifold S of Rd. To the mapping Σ we associate the
operator E , given by
Eg(ξ) =
∫
U
g(x)ei〈ξ,Σ(x)〉 dx;
here g ∈ L1(U) and ξ ∈ Rd. We note that the formal adjoint E∗ is given by the
restriction E∗f = f̂◦Σ, where ̂ denotes the Fourier transform on Rd. The operator
E is thus referred to as an adjoint Fourier restriction operator or Fourier extension
operator.
Suppose that we have d such extension operators E1, . . . , Ed, associated with map-
pings Σ1 : U1 → Rd, . . . ,Σd : Ud → Rd and submanifolds S1, . . . , Sd.
Conjecture 7.3 (Multilinear Restriction [7], [6]). Suppose that the submanifolds
S1, . . . , Sd are transversal in a neighbourhood of the origin, q ≥
2d
d−1 and p
′ ≤ d−1d q.
Then there exists a constant C for which
(57)
∥∥∥ d∏
j=1
Ejgj
∥∥∥
Lq/d(Rd)
≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖gj‖Lp(Uj)
for all g1, . . . , gd supported in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin.
Remark 7.4. Conjecture 7.3 implies Theorem 7.1. To see this we first observe
that for any function fj on Sj , f̂jdσj = Ejgj where gj = fj ◦Σj . Now, if 2 ≤ q ≤ ∞
and p′ = (d− 1)q′, then by the Hausdorff–Young inequality followed by Conjecture
7.3,
‖f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd‖Lq(Rd) ≤
∥∥∥ d∏
j=1
Ejgj
∥∥∥
Lq′ (Rd)
≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖gj‖Lp(Uj) = C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖Lp(dσj).
This link was observed for d = 3 in [4].
In [6] a local form of Conjecture 7.3 was proved with an ε-loss; namely for each
ε > 0 the above conjecture was obtained with (57) replaced by
(58)
∥∥∥ d∏
j=1
Ejgj
∥∥∥
Lq/d(B(0,R))
≤ CεR
ε
d∏
j=1
‖gj‖Lp(Uj),
for all R > 0. In [7] the global estimate (57) was obtained for d = 3 and q = 6.
Here we extend this global result to all dimensions.
Theorem 7.5. If S1, . . . , Sd are transversal in a neighbourhood of the origin then
there exists a constant C such that
(59)
∥∥∥ d∏
j=1
Ejgj
∥∥∥
L2(Rd)
≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖gj‖
L
2d−2
2d−3 (Uj)
for all g1, . . . , gd supported in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin.
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Proof. By Plancherel’s Theorem, (59) is equivalent to the estimate
‖f1dσ1 ∗ · · · ∗ fddσd‖L2(Rd) ≤ C
d∏
j=1
‖fj‖
L
2d−2
2d−3 (dσj)
,
where as before we are identifying fj with gj by gj = fj ◦ Σj . Theorem 7.5 now
follows immediately from Theorem 7.1. 
Remark 7.6. The Lebesgue exponent 2d−22d−3 on the right-hand side of (59) is best-
possible given the L2 norm on the left. Again, at this level of multilinearity, the
transversality hypothesis prevents any additional curvature hypotheses from giving
rise to further improvement. See [6] for further discussion.
Appendix A. Proposition 1.1 implies Proposition 1.2
Assume that, for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m, Bj : Rd → Rdj is a linear surjection and (4)
holds. Let Πj : R
d → Rdj be given by (5) where d′j is the dimension of kerBj .
Select any set of vectors {ak : k ∈ Kj} forming an orthonormal basis for kerBj ;
that is, the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned by the rows of Bj . By
definition of the Hodge star and orthogonality considerations it follows that
(60) ⋆Xj(Bj) = ‖Xj(Bj)‖Λdj (Rd)
∧
k∈Kj
ak.
Here, ‖ · ‖Λdj (Rd) : Λ
dj(Rd) → [0,∞) is the norm induced by the standard inner
product 〈·, ·〉Λdj (Rd) : Λ
dj (Rd)× Λdj (Rd)→ R given by
〈u1 ∧ · · · ∧ udj , v1 ∧ · · · ∧ vdj 〉Λdj (Rd) = det(〈uk, vℓ〉)1≤k,ℓ≤dj .
Let A be the d × d matrix whose ith column is equal to ai for each 1 ≤ i ≤ d and
let Cj be the dj × dj matrix given by
Cj = BjAj ,
where Aj is the d× dj matrix obtained by deleting from A the columns ak for each
k ∈ Kj . Then, by construction,
Πj = C
−1
j BjA.
The matrices A and Cj are invertible by the hypothesis (4). Using A to change
variables one obtains∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bjx)
1
m−1 dx = | det(A)|
∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
f˜j(Πjx)
1
m−1 dx,
where f˜j = fj ◦ Cj , 1 ≤ j ≤ m. By Proposition 1.1 it follows that∫
Rd
m∏
j=1
fj(Bjx)
1
m−1 dx ≤ | det(A)|
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
f˜j dx
) 1
m−1
=
| det(A)|(∏m
j=1 | det(Cj)|
) 1
m−1
m∏
j=1
(∫
R
dj
fj
) 1
m−1
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and it remains to check that
(61)
| det(A)|(∏m
j=1 | det(Cj)|
) 1
m−1
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
− 1m−1
.
To this end, note that
⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj) =
m∏
j=1
‖Xj(Bj)‖Λdj (Rd) ⋆
m∧
j=1
∧
k∈Kj
ak
by (60) and therefore
(62) ⋆
m∧
j=1
⋆Xj(Bj) = det(A)
m∏
j=1
‖Xj(Bj)‖Λdj (Rd)
since K1, . . . ,Km partitions {1, . . . , d}.
Again use (60) to write
| det(Cj)| =
∣∣∣∣〈Xj(Bj), ∧
l/∈Kj
al
〉
Λdj (Rd)
∣∣∣∣
= ‖Xj(Bj)‖Λdj (Rd)
∣∣∣∣〈 ⋆( ∧
k∈Kj
ak
)
,
∧
l/∈Kj
al
〉
Λdj (Rd)
∣∣∣∣
and therefore, by definition of the Hodge star,
(63) | det(Cj)| = ‖Xj(Bj)‖Λdj (Rd)| det(A)|.
Now (61) follows from (62) and (63). This completes the reduction of Proposition
1.2 to Proposition 1.1.
Appendix B. A quantitative version of the implicit function theorem
We provide a quantitative version of the implicit function theorem for C1,β functions
which we used in the proof of Proposition 1.4.
Below we use the notation B(0, R) to denote the open euclidean ball centred at the
origin with radius R > 0 in either Rn or R; the dimension of the ball will be clear
from the context. Similarly, we denote by B(0, R) the closed euclidean ball centred
at the origin with radius R > 0.
Theorem B.1. Suppose n ∈ N and β, κ > 0 are given. Let R1, R2 > 0 be given by
(64) R1 =
1
(100κ)1/β
min
{
1,
1
10κ
}
and R2 =
1
(100κ)1/β
.
If F : Rn×R→ R is such that ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ, F (0, 0) = 0 and ∂n+1F (0, 0) = 1 then
there exists a function η : B(0, R1)→ B(0, R2) such that
F (x, η(x)) = 0 for each x belonging to B(0, R1),
and a constant κ˜, depending on at most n, β, and κ, such that ‖η‖C1,β ≤ κ˜.
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Proof. The proof proceeds via a standard fixed point argument applied to the map
Ψx : B(0, R2)→ R given by
Ψx(η) = η − F (x, η)
for fixed x ∈ B(0, R1). We shall prove that Ψx is a contraction which maps B(0, R2)
to itself.
Let Φ : (Rn × R)2 → R be the map given by
Φ((x1, η1), (x2, η2)) =
F (x2, η2)− F (x1, η1)− dF (x1, η1)(x2 − x1, η2 − η1)
|(x2 − x1, η2 − η1)|
whenever (x1, η1), (x2, η2) ∈ Rn ×R are distinct, and zero otherwise. By the mean
value theorem and the fact that ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ it follows that Φ is everywhere con-
tinuous and
(65) |Φ((x1, η1), (x2, η2))| ≤ 1/4 for all (xj , ηj) ∈ B(0, R2)×B(0, R2).
For each η1, η2 ∈ B(0, R2) we have
Ψx(η1)−Ψx(η2) = (1− ∂n+1F (x, η1))(η1 − η2) + Φ((x, η1), (x, η2))|η1 − η2|.
Since ∂n+1F (0, 0) = 1 and ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ it follows that
(66) |1 − ∂n+1F (x, η)| ≤ 1/4 whenever (x, η) ∈ B(0, R2)×B(0, R2).
Hence, by (65) and (66) it follows that
(67) |Ψx(η1)−Ψx(η2)| ≤
1
2 |η1 − η2|
and Ψx is a contraction.
Now let η ∈ B(0, R2). Using the hypothesis ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ, along with (67) and (64),
it follows that
|Ψx(η)| ≤ |Ψx(η)−Ψx(0)|+ |Ψx(0)| ≤ R2.
Hence Ψx(B(0, R2)) ⊆ B(0, R2). By the Banach fixed point theorem, there exists
a mapping η : B(0, R1) → B(0, R2) such that Ψx(η(x)) = η(x), or equivalently
F (x, η(x)) = 0, for each x ∈ B(0, R1).
It remains to show that η belongs to C1,β and ‖η‖C1,β ≤ κ˜ for some constant κ˜
depending on at most n, β and κ. To see that η is differentiable, fix x, h ∈ B(0, R1)
such that x+ h ∈ B(0, R1). Since F (x+ h, η(x+ h)) = F (x, η(x)) it follows that
dF (x, η(x))(h, η(x+h)−η(x))+Φ((x, η(x)), (x+h, η(x+h)))|(h, η(x+h)−η(x))| = 0
and therefore
∂n+1F (x, η(x))(η(x + h)− η(x))
= −〈∇xF (x, η(x)), h〉 − Φ((x, η(x)), (x + h, η(x+ h))|(h, η(x + h)− η(x))|.
Note that by (65) and (66) it follows that
|η(x + h)− η(x)| ≤ C|h|
for some finite constant C independent of h. Moreover, Φ is continuous and vanishes
along the diagonal. It follows that η is differentiable at x and
∇η(x) = −
∇xF (x, η(x))
∂n+1F (x, η(x))
.
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Using ‖F‖C1,β ≤ κ and (66) one quickly obtains the inequality ‖η‖C1,β ≤ κ˜ for
some constant κ˜ depending only on n, β and κ. 
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